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RECENT ACQUISITIONS AND FUTURE HIGHLIGHTS 
 
 
Foldy, Ben 
TAKE IT TO ZERO 
February 2026 | Finance / Business History 
Translation | Proposal available 
Agent: CAA | Editor: Casey Ebro 
 
TAKE IT TO ZERO tells the story of activist short seller Nathan Anderson and his firm Hindenburg Research, 
tracing how Anderson hunts fraud and financial malfeasance, and shedding new light on the financial 
subculture of short sellers. 
 
Ben Foldy is an investigative reporter who focuses on financial crime at The Wall Street Journal. He has 
previously reported for Bloomberg News and The Financial Times. 
 
Rights sold: UK Commonwealth (Monoray) 
 
 
Maggiulli, Nick 
THE WEALTH LADDER 
September 2025 | Investing / Money Management 
UK and Translation | Proposal available 
Agent: David Fugate| Editor: Noah Schwartzberg 
 
THE WEALTH LADDER presents a data-driven framework in which each rung of the ladder corresponds with a 
wealth level that will impact how you spend your money, where you invest, what career you choose, and so 
much more. Readers learn that the difference between those who build wealth and those who don’t isn’t 
how hard they work, but where they focus their time and energy. Thankfully, with THE WEALTH LADDER you 
won’t need to guess about where to focus yours. 
 
Nick Maggiulli is the Chief Operating Officer and Data Scientist at Ritholtz Wealth Management, where he 
oversees operations across the firm and provides insights on business intelligence. He is the author of Just 
Keep Buying (Harriman House, April 2022) and Of Dollars and Data, a blog focused on the intersection of 
data and personal finance. His work has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, CNBC, and The Los Angeles 
Times. He graduated from Stanford University with a degree in Economics and currently resides in New York 
City. 
 
Rights sold: Korean (RH Korea); Romanian (Publica) 
 
 
  

https://www.wsj.com/news/author/ben-foldy
https://ofdollarsanddata.com/
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Zuckerman, Gregory 
THE BIG TRADE 
December 2025 | Finance / Business History 
Translation | Proposal available 
Agent: c/o Portfolio | Editor: Adrian Zackheim 
 
From New York Times bestselling author and Wall Street Journal Special Writer comes a compendium of the 
untold stories behind modern finance’s most daring and successful investments straight from the mouths of 
the men who made them. Featuring fresh reporting and exclusive, unprecedented access to legendary figures 
including Paul Tudor Jones, David Tepper, and Jonathan Gray, THE BIG TRADE will reveal the innermost 
mechanisms of Wall Street’s most historic and instrumental deals, from The London Whale trade to Berkshire 
Hathaway’s increased shareholding at Apple. Weaving razor-sharp reporting with rich narrative, THE BIG 
TRADE is the definitive examination of the deals that have shaped the landscape of modern finance. 
 
Gregory Zuckerman is the author of The Greatest Trade Ever, The Frackers, and The Man Who Solved the 
Market and is a Special Writer at the Wall Street Journal. At the Journal, Zuckerman writes about financial 
firms, personalities and trades, as well as hedge funds and other investing and business topics. He's a three-
time winner of the Gerald Loeb award, the highest honor in business journalism. 
 
UK Commonwealth: Penguin Business 
 
 
 
  

https://www.gregoryzuckerman.com/
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SPRING 2025 
 
 
Dogen, Sam 
MILLIONAIRE MILESTONES: Simple Steps to Seven Figures 
March 2025 | Personal Finance 
UK and Translation | Manuscript expected June 2024 
Agent: author c/o Portfolio | Editor: Noah Schwartzberg 
 
Becoming a millionaire isn’t just for the lucky few. According to Sam Dogen, the vast majority of people who 
are intentional with their finances can achieve millionaire status. In MILLIONAIRE MILESTONES, Dogen shows 
you how to build your money mindset, teaching step-by-step wealth-building strategies to hit your financial 
goals, eliminate anxiety, and create wealth that lasts for generations, without sacrificing your time and 
happiness. Readers will learn how to:  

• Set simple, achievable money goals by age and income  
• Maximize earning potential and avoid common traps 
• Allocate investments and manage risk 
• Create a lasting legacy 

No matter where you are on your financial journey, MILLIONAIRE MILESTONES will show you the simple steps 
you need to reach your seven figure dreams. 
 
Sam Dogen founded Financial Samurai in 2009. One of the pioneers of the modern-day FIRE movement, he 
was previously at Goldman Sachs and Credit Suisse, from which he retired at age 34. He is the author of BUY 
THIS, NOT THAT. 
 
 
Fishman, Edward 
CHOKEPOINTS: American Power in the Age of Economic Warfare 
February 2025 | Political Science / International Relations 
UK and Translation | Manuscript expected in April 2024 
Agent: William Morris Endeavor | Editor: Noah Schwartzberg 
 
It used to be that roiling another country’s economy required blockading its ports and laying siege to its 
cities. Now all it takes is a statement posted online by the U.S. government. CHOKEPOINTS takes us deep into 
the back rooms of power to reveal the secret history of the last two decades of U.S. economic policy, and the 
choices America has made in wielding its power—for good and for ill. Edward Fishman offers a thrilling 
account of one of the most crucial geopolitical subjects of our time, demystifying the invisible infrastructure 
of global finance and the intricate strategies America deploys to manipulate it, as well as shining a spotlight 
on the unsung bureaucratic heroes; those unseen “soldiers” on the frontlines of America’s escalating 
economic skirmishes with Iran, China, and Russia. 
 
Edward Fishman is a foreign-policy expert who specializes in the intersection of business, economics, and 
national security. He is a Senior Research Scholar at the Center on Global Energy Policy, an adjunct professor 
of International and Public Affairs at Columbia University and an adjunct senior fellow at the Center for a 
New American Security, and a Nonresident Senior Fellow at the Atlantic Council. From 2015 to 2017, Fishman 
served at the U.S. Department of State as a member of the Secretary’s Policy Planning Staff; before joining 
the Policy Planning staff, he was the Russia and Europe Lead in the State Department’s Office of Economic 
Sanctions Policy and Implementation. His writings have appeared in The New York Times, The Wall Street 
Journal, The Washington Post, among others. 
 
  

https://www.financialsamurai.com/
https://www.energypolicy.columbia.edu/edward-fishman/
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Huang, Laura 
WHISPERS 
February 2025 | Personal Growth / Psychology 
UK and Translation | Manuscript expected Spring 2024 
Agent: Sanford J. Greenberger Associates | Editor: Casey Ebro 
 
What sets the most successful people apart? You may think that the correct answer is hard work, but in her 
interviews of the most phenomenally successful people in their fields – from CEOs, entrepreneurs, and 
investors to Olympic athletes, Pulitzer Prize winners, and rock stars – Laura Huang discovered that intuition, 
or what they called their gut feeling, played a more important role. We all have intuition, which is informed 
by our knowledge, relationships, and experiences. This book shows you how to develop and strengthen that 
intuition through purposeful practice to deliver increasingly reliable signals. Drawing on her pioneering 
research on individual judgments and decisions, organizational psychology, and behavioral economics, as well 
as hundreds of interviews, WHISPERS offers an actionable framework that equips you to leverage your most 
powerful and underutilized resource to make better decisions, take action, and accomplish your most 
ambitious goals. 
 
Laura Huang is a Professor of Management and Organizational Dynamics. She has held faculty positions at 
Harvard Business School and the Wharton School, and currently serves as Distinguished Professor and Faculty 
Director of the Women’s Entrepreneurship Initiative at Northeastern University, and on the board of 
Wharton Alumni Angels. She is the author of the international bestseller Edge. 
 
Rights sold: Japanese (Diamond); Korean (Book 21); Spanish (Diana/Planeta) 
 
 
Mann, Madeline 
JOB SHOPPING 
February 2025 | Careers / Personal Success 
UK and Translation | Manuscript expected May 2024 
Agent: The Nominate Group | Editor: Megan McCormack 
 
When it comes to job seeking these days, the common wisdom seems to be that you send hundreds of 
applications out each day and pray that something sticks. Not to mention whether you even like the job if 
something actually works out. As a former HR recruiter, Madeline Mann has seen every kind of job 
application under the sun—and she’s here to tell you that the job search advice you’ve been told before is all 
wrong. In JOB SHOPPING, Mann uncovers the secrets to successful job searches, applications, and interviews, 
sharing insider knowledge distilled from her popular career advice videos that have been viewed more than 
21 million times on YouTube. By following Mann’s methods, readers will learn how to turn the job search on 
its head, going from being a job seeker to a job shopper—from desperately sending out applications into the 
ether, to being recruited and courted by dream companies. Job shoppers know they deserve to land more 
than any old job. They deserve a job that brings meaningful work, happiness, flexibility, and financial stability. 
 
Madeline Mann is an HR & Recruiting leader and founder of Self Made Millennial. Mann’s clients have landed 
at companies such as Netflix, Google, Goldman Sachs, Deloitte, NBC Universal, Amazon, and more. 
 
 
  

https://www.proflaurahuang.com/
https://www.madelinemann.com/
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Marquet, L. David and Michael Gillespie 
THE COACH WITHIN 
March 2025 | Personal Success / Organizational Behavior 
Translation | Manuscript expected June 2024 
Agent: authors c/o Portfolio | Editor: Casey Ebro 
 
Be yourself. Be fully present. Be here now. These are the messages we hear constantly. But as former US 
Navy Captain David Marquet and professor of psychology Michael Gillespie argue, the biggest obstacle to 
making smarter decisions that drive long-lasting success is ourselves—specifically, our egos. Being fully 
immersed in our own biased point of view and our inherent need to protect ourselves never results in better 
outcomes. We need an outside perspective—a coach—that can assess us and the situation we’re in more 
objectively. This book shows us how to be our own coach and get out of our heads by using three distancing 
approaches: Be someone else. Be somewhere else. Be sometime else. Drawing on startling scientific 
research, business cases, and personal stories, THE COACH WITHIN provides powerful practical tools that 
enable us to become Coach and unlock our full potential. 
 
L. David Marquet is a top graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, and commanded the nuclear-powered, fast-
attack submarine USS Santa Fe from 1999 to 2001. He served in the U.S. submarine force for 28 years. Since 
retiring from the Navy in 2009, Captain Marquet has worked with businesses nationwide as a leadership 
consultant. He is the bestselling author of Turn the Ship Around and Leadership Is Language. 
 
Michael A. Gillespie is an associate professor of psychology at the University of South Florida and directs the 
Human Applied Cognition and Decision-making Lab on the Tampa campus. 
 
Rights sold: UK Commonwealth (Penguin Business) 
 
 
Raveling, George and Ryan Holiday 
THE RULES OF THE GAME 
March 2025 | Personal Growth 
UK and Translation | Manuscript expected Fall 2024 
Agent: Level Five Media | Editor: Adrian Zackheim 
 
For any fan of college basketball, the name George Raveling has special resonance. He was a star player at 
Villanova; a renowned coach of college teams including Washington State, Iowa, and USC; and assistant 
coach for the US Olympic Team in 1984. After coaching he held executive positions at Nike and was the 
architect of Michael Jordan’s storied affiliation with the Swoosh brand and Air Jordans. But George Raveling’s 
influence far exceeds his successful career in sports leadership. In THE RULES OF THE GAME – co-written by 
New York Times bestselling author Ryan Holiday – Raveling tells his whole story, featuring themes drawn 
from his life experience as a young man born in a segregated hospital in DC, as a player, coach, civil rights 
figure providing security to Dr. King at the March on Washington (for a while he actually owned King’s 
longhand copy of the historic speech), corporate ambassador for Nike, and his work on “Notes of an Elder.” 
 
George Raveling, referred to by many as "Coach", is Nike’s Director of International Basketball. Raveling was 
head basketball coach at Washington State, Iowa & USC and has been inducted into numerous hall of fames, 
including the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame in 2015 and the College Basketball Hall of Fame in 
2013. 
 
Ryan Holiday is one of the world's bestselling living philosophers. His books like The Obstacle Is the Way, Ego 
Is the Enemy, The Daily Stoic, and the #1 New York Times bestseller Stillness Is the Key appear in more than 40 
languages and have sold more than 6 million copies. 
  

https://davidmarquet.com/
https://www.usf.edu/arts-sciences/departments/psychology/people/mgillespie.aspx
https://ryanholiday.net/
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Tassin, Katie Gatti 
RICH GIRL NATION 
March 2025 | Personal Finance / Social Science 
UK and Translation | Manuscript expected June 2024 
Agent: Arc Literary Management | Editor: Megan McCormack 
 
We’ve all heard the depressing statistics about the additional difficulties women face when it comes to 
money: in the United States, women own only 28% of total household wealth, make 82 cents to a man’s 
dollar, and have about 30% less savings upon retirement than men. But what can women do to find financial 
power in a system designed against them? In RICH GIRL NATION, Katie Gatti uncovers six unique challenges 
women face on their journey to financial freedom, and provides clear, actionable advice for each dilemma. 
With her trademark scrupulous research and good humor, Gatti walks readers through essential smart 
money practices, such as performing a Hot Girl Detox to remove the products that the beauty industry tries 
to convince women they need, to creating a financial plan and pre-nup with your spouse-to-be to protect 
your financial independence. With RICH GIRL NATION, you’ll have everything you need to know to beat a 
patriarchal financial system at its own game. 
 
Katie Gatti Tassin is the host of the Money with Katie podcast and author of the popular Morning Brew 
newsletter by the same name. Across channels, she reaches approximately half a million people each month 
with fresh personal finance advice that tackles the subject at hand with a unique outlook. 
  

https://moneywithkatie.com/
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FALL 2024 
 

Dou, Eva 
THE LISTENING STATE: Inside the Secret World of China’s Huawei 
January 2025 | Business History / Geopolitics 
Translation | Proposal available; Manuscript expected April 2024 
Agent: Peter Bernstein | Editor: Noah Schwartzberg 
 
Acclaimed Washington Post reporter Eva Dou exposes the untold story of the rise of Ren 
Zhengfei and the mysterious family dynasty at the center of Huawei, whose connections 
to state apparatus reveal a deeper truth about China’s surveillance web and its global 

ambitions. Through its technologies, Huawei has helped solidify and enforce China’s growing police state, in 
which outspoken entrepreneurs like Jack Ma have been silenced, tycoons have disappeared, and executives 
must put patriotism above profit. Based on over a decade of on-the-ground reporting and an astonishing 
trove of confidential documents never published in English, THE LISTENING STATE paints an epic story of 
familial and political intrigue that shines a clarifying light on how business and government work together in 
an authoritarian state, and how companies fit into China’s international ambitions under Xi Jinping.   
 
Eva Dou is The Washington Post's China business and economy correspondent. A Detroit native, she 
previously spent seven years reporting on politics and technology for the Wall Street Journal in Beijing and 
Taipei, Taiwan. She is currently based in Washington D.C. 
 
Rights sold: UK Commonwealth (Abacus); Korean (Sangsang Academy) 
 
 
Holiday, Ryan 
THE OBSTACLE IS THE WAY 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: The Timeless Art of Turning Trials into Triumph 
October 2024 | Philosophy / Motivational 
Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: Level Five Media | Editor: Adrian Zackheim 
 
An updated and expanded edition of the book that launched a global phenomenon. Icons of history—from 
Epictetus and Demosthenes to Amelia Earhart and Richard Wright—followed a simple formula to achieve 
greatness. They were not exceptionally brilliant, lucky, or gifted. Their success in overcoming extreme 
obstacles was the result of a timeless set of philosophical principles that the greatest men and women have 
always pursued. Ryan Holiday unpacks those lessons and reframes them for today’s world. This new edition is 
a chance for longtime fans to revisit a classic and for a new generation to discover the power of Stoicism. 
 
Ryan Holiday is one of the world's bestselling living philosophers. His books like The Obstacle Is the Way, Ego 
Is the Enemy, The Daily Stoic, and the #1 New York Times bestseller Stillness Is the Key appear in more than 40 
languages and have sold more than 6 million copies. 
 
Obstacle publishers: UK Commonwealth (Profile); Azerbaijani (TEAS Press); Bulgarian (Skyprint); Chinese, 
complex (Yuan-Liou); Chinese, simplified (Beijing JieTeng); Croatian (Koncept); Czech (Audiolibrix); Dutch 
(Bruna); Finnish (Basam); French (Leduc); German (FinanzBuch); Greek (Klidarithmos); Gujarati (Manjul); 
Hindi (Goel Prakashan); Hungarian (XXI. Szazad Kiado); Indonesian (Gramedia Pustaka Utama); Italian 
(Sangiovanni's); Japanese (Pan Rolling); Kannada (Manjul); Kazakh (Mazmundama); Korean (Simple Life); 
Lithuanian (UAB Tobulejimo projektai); Macedonian (Antolog Books); Malayalam (Manjul);  Marathi (Krishna 
Publications); Mongolian (Monsudar); Polish (Helion); Portuguese/Brazil (Intrinseca); Portuguese/Portugal 
(Lua de Papel); Romanian (Seneca); Russian (MIF); Serbian (Vulkan Izdavastvo); Slovak (Eastone); Slovene 
(UMco); Spanish (PRH Grupo); Swedish (Volante); Tamil (Manjul); Telugu (Manjul); Thai (WeLearn); Turkish 
(Dogan); Ukrainian (NF); Vietnamese (Alpha) 

https://evadou.com/
https://ryanholiday.net/
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Maor, Dana; Hans-Werner Kaas; Kurt Strovink; and Ramesh Srinivasan 
THE JOURNEY OF LEADERSHIP: How CEOs Learn to Lead from the Inside Out 
September 2024 | Leadership / Organizational Behavior / Management 
UK and Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: Lynn Johnston Literary | Editor: Sabrey Manning 
 
Today’s CEOs operate in a high-risk, high-reward environment, expected to tackle much more complexity and 
make big swings with no second chances. It’s taken a toll: the average tenure of an S&P 500 CEO is at an all-
time low of under five years. Confronted with this terrain, leaders of the world’s most storied, boldest, and 
valuable organizations from Moderna to Microsoft have turned to an inside secret: McKinsey’s Bower Forum, 
the prestigious, invite-only “CEO workshop.” Now, THE JOURNEY OF LEADERSHIP distills the Forum’s 
“lifechanging experience” into a signature process to identify and implement tenure-defining bold moves. 
Packed with insightful, vulnerable, never-before-heard reflections from leaders and attendees this is an 
invaluable resource for today’s leader. 
 
Dana Maor is a Senior Partner at McKinsey, which she joined in 1998, and is the global cohead and European 
leader of McKinsey’s People & Organizational Performance Practice. She lives and works in Tel Aviv, Israel. 
Hans-Werner Kaas is the co-dean of the Bower Forum and a Senior Partner at McKinsey, which he joined in 
1991. He lives and works in Detroit, Michigan. Ramesh Srinivasan is the co-dean of the Bower Forum and a 
Senior Partner at McKinsey, which he joined in 1994. He lives and works in New York City. He is also actively 
involved with bettering education in India and is a trustee on the Board of The Akanksha Education Fund and 
Teach For India. 
 

Rickards, James 
MONEYGPT: AI and the Threat to the Global Economy 
November 2024 | Economic Conditions / Artificial Intelligence 
Translation | Manuscript expected March 2024 
Agent: Janklow & Nesbit Associates | Editor: Megan McCormack 
 
In November 2022, OpenAI released GPT-4 in a chatbot form to the public. In just two months, it claimed 100 
million users—the fastest app to ever reach this benchmark. Since then, AI has become an all-consuming 
topic, popping up on the news, in ads, on your messenger apps, and in conversations with friends and family. 
But as AI becomes more ubiquitous and grows at an ever-increasing pace, what does it mean for the financial 
markets? In MONEYGPT, Jim Rickards shares his signature predictions of the danger AI poses to the global 
financial order, and the insidious ways in which AI will threaten national security. Without human empathy or 
instinct to intervene, threats like total nuclear war that once felt extreme are now within reach. We must 
remain vigilant on the question of whose values will be promoted in the age of AI. And it’s up to us to 
intervene with old-fashioned human logic before it’s too late. 
 
James Rickards is the Editor of Strategic Intelligence, a financial newsletter, and the bestselling author of The 
New Great Depression, Aftermath, The Road to Ruin, and many more. He is an investment advisor, lawyer, 
inventor, and economist, and has held senior positions at Citibank, Long-Term Capital Management, and 
Caxton Associates. 
 
UK Commonwealth: Penguin Business 
 
 
  

https://www.mckinsey.com/our-people/dana-maor
https://www.mckinsey.com/our-people/hans-werner-kaas
https://www.mckinsey.com/our-people/ramesh-srinivasan
http://www.jamesrickardsproject.com/
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Taggart, Sam 
EAT WHAT YOU KILL: Becoming a Sales Carnivore 
January 2025 | Selling / Negotiation 
UK and Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: CAA | Editor: Megan Wenerstrom 
 
Just ten years ago, Sam Taggart was beating the streets as a door-to-door salesman selling 
solar and alarm systems, getting thousands of doors slammed in his face every day. Now, 
Sam is the founder and CEO of D2D Experts, a seven-figure sales empire that offers 

training to an active userbase of 30,000 members. The secret to his success is a simple mindset shift. In EAT 
WHAT YOU KILL, Sam Taggart teaches readers to be sales carnivores – conquerors with limitless potential – 
instead of herbivores – victims who make excuses for their 
failures. To become a carnivore, one must hurdle the eight stumbling blocks to sales success: Mindset, 
Strategy, Prospecting, Pitching, Presenting, Body Language, Overcoming Objections, and Closing. From 
improvisational tips to take your pitches to the next level, to activating your “prey drive” to supercharge 
prospecting, EAT WHAT YOU KILL is the synthesis of everything Sam Taggart has learned on his way to 
becoming the world’s best salesman. 
 
Sam Taggart is the world's leading door-to-door sales expert. His seven-figure sales empire, D2D Experts, 
consults with hundreds of individuals and companies per year. 
 
  

https://thed2dexperts.com/
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SUMMER 2024 
 
 

Damodaran, Aswath 
THE CORPORATE LIFE CYCLE: Business, Investment, and Management Implications 
August 2024 | Valuation / Organizational Behavior / Business Development 
UK and Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: c/o Portfolio | Editor: Noah Schwartzberg 
 
Corporations have lifecycles very much like our own, with unique stages of growth and 
decline. By better understanding how corporations age and the characteristics of each 
stage of their lifecycle, we can unlock the secrets behind any businesses behavior and 

optimize our management and investment decisions accordingly. Readers will learn— 
• What markers tell where a company falls on its corporate lifecycle 
• Why the shape and timing of life cycles varies across different industries 
• When transition points pose special challenges to companies—and strategies to conquer them 
• How differences in investment philosophies, in particular the divide between growth and value 

investing, should lead investors towards companies at different lifecycle stages 
This book is for anyone with skin in the corporate finance game—from managers to investors, novices to 
seasoned pros. 
 
Known as “the Dean of Valuation,” Aswath Damodaran is a Professor of Finance at the Stern School of 
Business at New York University. He has published extensively in academic journals, written many books for 
practitioners, and remains the world’s foremost expert on the subject on corporate valuation. 
 
Rights sold: Chinese, complex (Sun Color); Chinese, simplified (China Machine Press); Japanese (Toyo Keizai); 
Korean (FN Media); Polish (MT Biznes); Portuguese/Brazil (Intrinseca) 
 
 

Eliason, Nat 
CRYPTO CONFIDENTIAL: Making and Losing Millions in the New Frontier of Finance 
July 2024 | Cryptocurrencies 
Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: David Fugate | Editor: Noah Schwartzberg 
 
When Nat Eliason learned that he and his wife had a baby on the way, he realized that he 
needed a way to make a lot more money, and fast. So, he got into crypto—and Nat got 
everything he wanted and more. Within a year, he'd made millions writing code 

custodying billions of dollars of other people's money. He'd been hacked. He'd sold a picture of a cartoon 
monkey for two hundred grand. He'd become an influencer, speaking on podcasts, conferences, and writing a 
weekly newsletter to tens of thousands of fans. In the hyperactive, hyper-speculative, hyper-addictive, nearly 
unregulated, and completely insane new financial world being built on blockchain, Nat Eliason was in the eye 
of the hurricane. CRYPTO CONFIDENTIAL is Nat's unfiltered, insider's account of crypto's wild boom and bust, 
a behind-the-scenes exposé revealing exactly how the crypto-sausage gets made. It's a story of getting rich, 
going broke, scamming and getting scammed —and how we can all be more educated participants during the 
inevitable next bull run. 
 
Nat Eliason is a dad, writer, and crypto insider with a wildly popular internet blog where he posts about 
topics ranging from technology to self-help to real estate. He lives in Austin, Texas with his wife and children. 
 
Rights sold: UK Commonwealth (Ebury) 

https://pages.stern.nyu.edu/%7Eadamodar/
https://www.nateliason.com/
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Foroux, Darius 
THE STOIC PATH TO WEALTH: Ancient Wisdom for Enduring Prosperity 
July 2024 | Investing / Wealth Management 
Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: Massie & McQuilkin | Editor: Sabrey Manning 
 
The Stoics understood that if you can control your reactions and manage your emotions, 
you can achieve success. The same principles apply to our financial lives today. The 
greatest investors approach the markets with discipline, emotional distance, and self-

mastery—lessons that the Stoics have been teaching us for thousands of years. As financial markets become 
increasingly unpredictable and chaotic, THE STOIC PATH TO WEALTH offers the key to weathering any 
economic storm while building wealth that will last a lifetime and beyond.  
 
Darius Foroux is an investor, entrepreneur, blogger, podcast host, and writer in the personal development 
and personal finance space. He holds a master’s degree in Business Administration, with a specialization in 
finance, from the University of Groningen. He currently lives in the Netherlands. 
 
Rights sold: UK Commonwealth (Ebury); Albanian (Shtepia Botuese Uegen); Arabic (Jarir); Bulgarian (Era);  
Chinese, complex (Global Group); Chinese, simplified (CITIC); German (Piper); Greek (Iviskos); Gujarati (Jaico); 
Hindi (PRH India); Indonesian (Gramedia Pustaka Utama); Kannada (Jaico); Korean (Mirae N); Malayalam 
(Jaico); Marathi (PRH India); Polish (Centrum); Portuguese/Brazil (Benvira); Portuguese/Portugal (Lua de 
Papel); Spanish (Paidos); Tamil (Jaico); Telugu (Jaico); Thai (Live Rich) 
 
 

Holiday, Ryan 
RIGHT THING, RIGHT NOW: Good Values. Good Character. Good Deeds. 
June 2024 | Philosophy / Self-Help 
Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: Level Five Media | Editor: Adrian Zackheim 
 
For the ancients, everything worth pursuing in life flowed from a strong sense of justice—
or one’s commitment to doing the right thing, no matter how difficult. In order to be 
courageous, wise, and self-disciplined, one must begin with justice.  The influence of the 

modern world often tells us that acting justly is optional. Holiday argues that that’s simply untrue—and the 
fact that so few people today have the strength to stand by their convictions explains much about why we’re 
so unhappy. In this much-anticipated third installment of the Stoic Virtues series, Ryan Holiday draws on 
fascinating stories of historical figures such as Marcus Aurelius, Florence Nightingale, Jimmy Carter, Gandhi, 
and Frederick Douglass, whose examples of kindness, honesty, integrity, and loyalty we can emulate as pillars 
of upright living. RIGHT THING. RIGHT NOW. is a powerful antidote to the moral failures of our modern age, 
and a manual for living virtuously. 
 
Ryan Holiday is one of the world's bestselling living philosophers. His books like The Obstacle Is the Way, Ego 
Is the Enemy, The Daily Stoic, and the #1 New York Times bestseller Stillness Is the Key appear in more than 40 
languages and have sold more than 6 million copies. 
 
Rights sold: UK Commonwealth (Profile); Bulgarian (Ciela Norma); Chinese, simplified (Beijing JieTeng); Dutch 
(Bruna); German (Finanzbuch); Italian (Hoepli); Korean (Dasan); Marathi (Goel Prakashan); Polish (Helion); 
Portuguese/Brazil (Intrinseca); Romanian (Seneca); Russian (MIF); Slovak (Eastone Group); Slovene (UMco); 
Spanish (Conecta); Thai (WeLearn) 
 
 
  

https://dariusforoux.com/
https://ryanholiday.net/
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West, Tessa 
JOB THERAPY: Finding Work That Works for You 
July 2024 | Careers / Psychology / Self-Help 
Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: InkWell Management | Editor: Lydia Yadi 
 
When we think about changing jobs, we turn to traditional career advice that focuses on 
skills, qualifications, and interviewing techniques. But this line of thinking doesn’t get to 
the heart of the problem—why you’ve been so unhappy at work in the first place. What if, 

instead, we asked ourselves a different question: “What psychological needs aren’t being met now that need 
to be met in my next job?” Drawing from a wealth of original research – interviews with hundreds of career 
go-ers and 1,500 hirers at LinkedIn, Recruiter, and McKinsey – West offers cutting-edge insights on hiring and 
interviewing to help you secure your new dream job. Whether you’ve only just entered the workplace or 
considering your final move, JOB THERAPY will help you identify and land your best role yet, one that’s deeply 
rooted in a clear sense of self. 
 
Dr. Tessa West is Professor of Psychology at New York University, where she is a leading expert on the 
science of social relationships. Her work has been covered by Scientific American, the New York Times, 
Financial Times, The Guardian, CNN, CNBC, ABC World News, TIME, Bloomberg, HBR, Fast Company, and the 
US Supreme Court. Her first book Jerks at Work published to rave reviews. 
 
Rights sold: UK Commonwealth (Ebury); Chinese, complex (Global Group); Italian (Franco Angeli); Korean 
(Well Street); Portuguese/Brazil (Objetiva) 
  

https://www.tessawestauthor.com/
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SENTINEL SPRING 2025 
 
 
Stuckey, Allie Beth 
TOXIC EMPATHY: How the Left Exploits Christian Compassion 
April 2025 | Political Science / Religion 
UK and Translation | Manuscript expected April 2024 
Agent: Maura Teitelbaum | Editor: Bria Sandford 
 
Empathy can be a powerful form of Christlike love. But for the Left, it’s taken on a new and dangerous 
meaning. Like “tolerance,” “acceptance,” “justice,” and “love,” the Left has hijacked empathy—playing upon 
our desire to be compassionate to silence opposition to their views. Allie Beth Stuckey calls this tactic “toxic 
empathy.” The consequences, ironically, are dire for society’s most vulnerable. In this book, Stuckey exposes 
the logical pitfalls and dire moral consequences of the Left’s “toxic empathy,” arguing that our feelings are 
often an unreliable, dangerous guide. The uncomfortable truth, she shows, is that when our politics is 
informed by our feelings rather than God’s law, innocent people pay the price. TOXIC EMPATHY equips 
conservatives with common-sense, Biblical truths that dismantles toxic empathy from its core. 
 
Allie Beth Stuckey is the author of You’re Not Enough (And That’s Okay) and host of the podcast Relatable, 
where she analyzes culture, news, and politics from a biblical perspective. 
  

https://alliebethstuckey.com/
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THESIS SPRING 2025 
 
Boemeke, Isabelle 
RAD FUTURE 
April 2025 | Energy Policy 
UK and Translation | Manuscript expected in April 2024 
Agent: Folio Literary Management | Editor: Helen Healey-Cunningham 
 
When it comes to nuclear energy, we’ve been sold a bad meme. Everywhere you turn – the news, pop 
culture, even your hippie grandmother – you hear about the downsides, including freshwater lakes that glow 
an alien green and the six-eyed fish that live in them. Nuclear energy influencer Isabelle Boemeke is on a 
mission to prove that nuclear power is the safest, cleanest, most effective form of energy we have – and that 
we can’t win the war against climate change without it. In this myth-busting romp through science and 
history, Boemeke challenges nuclear power’s negative connotations, showing us how a few highly 
preventable disasters have led us to wrongly shut down dozens of safe, efficient nuclear plants across the 
globe. And though wind, solar, and other renewables are part of the equation, nuclear energy is the secret 
sauce that could finally end our dependence on fossil fuels. RAD FUTURE is proof that a peaceful, equitable, 
sustainable future built on nuclear power is not just science fiction. 
 
Isabelle Boemeke is the world’s first nuclear energy influencer, known for her viral Tiktok videos. In the wake 
of the 2019 Amazon rainforest wildfires and the Australian bushfire season, Boemeke began using her social 
platforms to advocate for nuclear power as a solution to climate change. 
 
 

THESIS FALL 2024 
 
McMahon, Sharon 
THE SMALL AND THE MIGHTY: Twelve Unsung Americans Who Changed the Course of History, From the 
Founding to the Civil Rights Movement  
September 2024 | U.S. History / Political Science 
UK and Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: InkWell Management | Editor: Helen Healey-Cunningham 
 
Sharon McMahon tells the inspiring stories of twelve Americans—regular people with human foibles—whose 
extraordinary heroism in the face of mounting trials created the character of our country. With the same 
clarity and candor that's earned her millions of fans, McMahon follows the daughter of formerly enslaved 
parents who sparked a reformation in Black education, a Japanese immigrant who nearly died in combat and 
became a consequential Senator, and a suffragette who changed the course of the movement. The 
unforgettable prose and meticulous research tell the story of America from the perspective of the unsung 
heroes whose devotion to their country will restore your faith in the American dream. 
 
Sharon McMahon is a former high school government and law teacher who earned a reputation as 
“America’s Government Teacher” for her viral efforts on Instagram to educate the general public on political 
misinformation. Through a simple mission to share non-partisan information about democracy, Sharon has 
amassed hundreds of thousands of followers online, affectionately called the “Governerds," who look to her 
for truth and logic in a society plagued by bias and conspiracy. 
 
 
 

  

https://isodope.com/
https://www.sharonmcmahon.com/
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THESIS SUMMER 2024 
 

Mickelwait, Laila 
TAKEDOWN: Inside the Fight to Shut Down Pornhub for Child Abuse, Rape, and Sex 
Trafficking  
July 2024 | True Crime / Social Activism 
Translation | Manuscript available 
Agent: InkWell Management | Editor: Helen Healey-Cunningham 
 
Pornhub was the 10th most visited site on the Internet, often praised as a progressive 
champion of women. Then one day, an activist discovered a secret they had been keeping 

from the world for over a decade: it was infested with child sexual abuse and rape videos. Now for the first 
time, anti-trafficking expert and mother of two Laila Mickelwait tells the story of her battle against Pornhub’s 
billionaire executives and the credit card companies who helped them monetize the abuse of countless 
victims—some as young as three years old. Readers will follow her from her first horrifying discovery of 
criminal content on Pornhub to closed-door meetings with credit card executives, White House and Justice 
Department senior officials, a powerful hedge-fund manager and more. TAKEDOWN is the true, never-
before-told story of how Mickelwait mobilized a movement of two million people and together they 
accomplished “the biggest takedown of content in Internet history.” 
 
Laila Mickelwait is the Founder and CEO of the Justice Defense Fund and the Founder of the global 
#Traffickinghub movement supported by millions around the world. She has been combating the injustice of 
sex trafficking for over a decade and is a leading expert in the field. 
 
Rights sold: UK Commonwealth (Welbeck)  

https://lailamickelwait.com/
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PORTFOLIO CO-AGENTS 
 
 
THE BALTIC STATES 
Eastern Europe and Asian Rights Agency:  
Tatjana Zoldnere zoldnere@eearagency.com 
 
BRAZIL 
Agencia Riff: Joao Paulo Riff 
joaopaulo@agenciariff.com.br  
  
BULGARIA 
Anthea Agency: Katalina Sabeva 
katalina@anthearights.com  
  
CHINA 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates: Jackie Huang 
jhuang@nurnberg.com.cn  
  
CZECH REPUBLIC & SLOVAKIA 
Kristin Olson Literary Agency: Kristin Olson 
kristin.olson@litag.cz  
  
FRANCE 
La Nouvelle Agence: Vanessa Kling 
vanessa@lanouvelleagence.fr  
 
GERMANY 
Mohrbooks: Sebastian Ritscher 
sales@mohrbooks.com  
  
GREECE 
JLM Literary Agency: John Moukakos  
jlm@jlm.gr  
 
HUNGARY & THE BALKAN STATES 
Katai & Bolza Literary Agency: Petra Olah 
petra@kataibolza.hu  
 
ISRAEL 
Deborah Harris Agency: Efrat Lev 
efrat@dhliterary.com  
  
ITALY 
Berla & Griffini: Erica Berla  
berla@bgagency.it  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

JAPAN 
Tuttle-Mori Agency: Manami Tamaoki 
manami@tuttlemori.com  
 
KOREA 
Alex Lee Agency: Alex Lee  
alex@alexleeagency.com  
 
THE NETHERLANDS 
Schonbach Literary Agency: Marianne Schonbach 
m.schonbach@schonbach.nl  
  
POLAND 
Graal: Lukasz Wrobel  
lukasz.wrobel@graal.com.pl  
  
ROMANIA 
Simona Kessler Agency: Simona Kessler 
simona@kessler-agency.ro  
 
RUSSIA 
Anna Jarota Agency: Beata Glinska  
beata@ajapl.com  
  
SCANDINAVIA 
Ulf Toregard Agency: Ulf Toregard 
ulf@toregardagency.se  
  
SPAIN, PORTUGAL & LATIN AMERICA 
The Foreign Office: Teresa Vilarrubla 
teresa@theforeignoffice.net  
  
TAIWAN 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates: Whitney Hsu 
whsu@nurnberg.com.tw  
 
TURKEY 
Akcali Copyright Agency: Atilla Izgi Turgut 
atilla@akcalicopyright.com  
  
OTHER MARKETS 
Ritsuko Okumura, Subsidiary Rights Senior Director 
rokumura@penguinrandomhouse.com 
 
Katie McClymont, Subsidiary Rights Assistant 
kmcclymont@penguinrandomhouse.com  
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